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Introduction

Summer’s westerning month of September was bookended by two notable speeches. On the

first of the month the American bureaucracy wheeled up to the podium at Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania’s Independence Hall former Vice President Joseph R. Biden. On September

30th, with cranky Jerome looking down from heaven, a cranky Vladimir Putin strode up to

the ambo of Moscow’s St. George’s Hall. When in place both men proceeded to give speeches.

Displayed for all was the dichotomy of the present world order. The contrast could not be

starker. It is the purpose of this essay to lay bare the startling divergence of the hour: a

degenerate Enlightenment order and a rising east with knowledge of itself and determination

to not buckle to bullies.

House Rules

Please be aware that I will be using “Atlanticist,” “globalist,” “neoliberal,” and

“neoconservative” interchangeably. While there are denominational differences among these

sons of Scratch, readability must have a say.

Location, Location, Location

Let us start with the location chosen for each missive. Only part of communication concerns

actual vocal or written messages. A great deal is said by other means, location is one such

channel. When Christ, the new lawgiver, was reconstituting Israel he deliberately staged

certain pronouncements to allude to Moses, the old lawgiver. For example, compare Matthew

5-7 to Exodus 21-24. When the Council of Trent finally met in 1545 the Council Fathers

purposely chose to meet at a city within the bounds of the Holy Roman Empire. This was
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both sensible and symbolic given their goal to address the late upset to the north. When the

Germans defeated the French in 1940 Chancellor Hitler made a point of having them sign the

surrender order in the selfsame train car which saw previously-defeated Germans sign the

1918 Armistice agreement. Locations matter because locations speak.

A Decrepit Shell Speaking in a Crumbling City on the Ruins of a Revolution

When the former Senator from Delaware was guided by his beloved caretaker Jill Biden to

the ambo of Independence Hall, what was the message of the place? The Hall is famous for

being the location 250 odd years ago where the Founding Fathers met to sign the Declaration

of Independence in 1776. It is also the place several years later where a clique of those men

successfully overthrew that Revolution during their Constitutional Convention coup. Note

well that during Mr. Biden’s talk while there were many mentions of the Constitution, the

Declaration received but one acknowledgement.

How fitting that Joe Biden, who was installed in the White House in an equally underhanded

manner, gave his speech in the same place where the North American Novus Ordo Seclorum

was so shadily codified in the first place. Biden’s location was not merely a nod to history but

the completion of that Ordo; things have come full circle. The grandsons of the same sort of

clique which hijacked the Revolution brought things home on September 1 of this year. The

sacrifice was complete. Whatever of the old American spirit which subsisted in the state was

finally dead.

It was a moving touch that the broadcast was persistently dogged by police sirens.

Philadelphia has turned into the typical Democratic Party garbage heap. It is the kind of

trash pile which the world has come to expect every time the DNC takes control of a major

city, state, or nation.

The former Vice President’s cough-filled address marked the logical conclusion of the

American saga. The bureaucracy came to its apotheosis on September 1. On that account I

suppose he was right calling Independence Hall, “Sacred ground.” On that day they replaced

the UNITED STATES color of law system, which itself deposed the Constitutional system on

March 28, 1861, and that Constitutional arrangement dashed the hopes and sacrifices of the

Revolution it pretended to canonize on September 17, 1789. The snake eats its tail, and one

revolution topples its predecessor.

I don’t know the gematria of all these dates, but I know what something is when I see it. This

latest drama which Biden’s talk inaugurated began on November 22, 1963, the day John

Kennedy popped his clogs in a murder most foul. The drama closed out in success this

September 1st at Independence Hall. The Frankenstein-like accession of the civil

departments of the Federal government over their creators, the nominal office holders, was

complete. With it ends America’s Imperial phase. Now commences our Dominate.

The Slayer of Dragons
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The first thing which strikes one about the location of President Putin’s speech is its name,

St. George’s Hall. George was a Christian saint, famous for slaying a large reptilian beastie

many moons ago. In fact, England adopted this selfsame anti-lizard patron during the days of

the Byzantine Empire when Anglo-Saxon mercenaries brought back his devotion from their

service at Constantinople, the Second Rome. This is the same node from whence his cult

entered Russia.

Howsomeever, a building being named for a saint! I rack my auld wet brain to think of any

such edifices associated with the UNITED STATES corporation. Do any of our big shots hold

their conventuals in a “Jesus Building,” “St. Mary’s Auditorium,” or “Venerable Bene Town

Hall?” No, I suppose such names would jar with the Masonic cornerstones most American

civil buildings have ensconced within them.

 
Biden’s speech had plenty of the civil religion buzz words developed for a people who’ve

never enjoyed a unified cult. The state for Americans has come to act as a sacramental, visible

placeholder for an institutional church, but it just doesn’t quite cut it. The closest Americans

have to Russia’s St. George’s Hall is an idolatrous Capitol Building dedicated to another St.

George, Washington in this case. This deified American St. George is surrounded by a medley

of pagan gods and Founding Fathers (well, at least Federalist ones). While Jill Biden’s

geriatric patient filled his speech with shibboleths to the American civil religion, the speaker’s

religious messages were as meaningless as possible. The ancients did a much better job at

state worship. Only the broad, generic McGod so beloved by test audiences got a nod from

Brandon.

One last point on location, Philadelphia has quite an occult history. I suppose the ghost of

occulty old Ben Franklin has something to do with this. Their massive city hall is the

creepiest building I’ve been in, and this is something coming from someone who has acted in

his fair share of haunted houses. The thing is covered with spiritualist statuary. The best

examples are on the lower parts of the building which show the support columns resting on

the backs of people. What a fitting motif for the enlightened government of barristers and

bankers! For special effect the Hall sits kitty-corner to the famous Masonic Temple. All of

this sits on Broad Street, and I’ve enough holy rolling in me to remember that: “Broad is the

way that leads to destruction.” The Biden administration could not have asked for a better

location.

Lights, Camera, Action!

What You Have Spoken in Darkness…

The devil is in the details.

The-most-popular-president-in-American-history-whom-no-one-remembers-voting-for was

backgrounded by blue, red, and blue (sic) lights projected on the side of Independence Hall.

Because the former Vice President is so popular the thoughtful press has consistently close-
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cropped the filming of his public appearances. Oddly enough, even though the display of

America’s national colors is always red, white, and blue, in that order, the September 1

speech indeed saw blue, red, and blue. Note that red and blue are colors of two of the main

denominations of Freemasonry. Thus, crusty Biden was bathed in sinister red for the whole

of his speech. This doubtless was an accident. In no way was it an attempt to intimidate the

considerable number of Donald Trump’s supporters who were the whipping boy of Biden’s

sermon. Finally, sarcasm aside, the dark of night added an oppressive, claustrophobic feel to

the Pennsylvania speech.

As for those in attendance, I have not been able to find any detailing of them. We must

assume they were municipal nobodies, perhaps members of the Philly City Council or the

Chamber of Commerce cajoled to attend. This attendance mystery is entirely fitting as it

nicely mirrors the question of who exactly is in control of the Executive Branch at present.

(Then again, perhaps we have our answer if we think about those colors.) Politics aside, few

determined observers can believe that Joe Biden or Kamala Harris run anything. As I’ve said

before, the bureaucracy is large and in charge. That was the purpose of the whole speech.

The slutty pretense of executive autonomy, which in fairness was very much unraveling

during the Trump days, has gone by the wayside now. For example, on June 16th, 2021

Hunter Biden’s father met with Vladimir Putin in Geneva. He said in effect that the UNITED

STATES had no intractable disagreement with the Russian government. Atlanticist interests

could be reconciled with those of Russia. Before the day was out the State Department

contradicted Biden. As this article goes to press the G7 meeting is soon set to be held in

Indonesia. The former Vice President again put out an olive branch, albeit an anemic one,

saying he would speak to President Putin if their paths crossed. The White House press

office, with the lackey MSM in tow, wasted no time “reimagining” Biden’s remarks to be an

absolute “no.” Under no circumstances will Biden and Putin be allowed to speak, they said. I

have said the bureaucracy has toppled the state; that the September 1st address was a wrap

party for the plan so long in the making. There is no esoterica in this. If the nominal

Executive says something, and his nominal employees publicly countermand him, that’s all

she wrote. My point is made.

… Shall be Heard in the Light

As for President Putin’s speech, it was conducted indoors in a large, well-lit room. This

allowed television viewers to see who was in attendance, assisted by the regular cuts to the

audience which the Russian broadcasters included during the 40-odd minute speech. Those

in attendance consisted of holders of high office, military big shots, religious leaders of

various faiths, and other notable Russian personages. However, CNN’s Matthew Chance and

Nick Walsh assured their viewers that none of Putin’s auditors were convinced by his

presentation on Russia’s annexation of Ukraine’s former territories. How they know this is

any man’s guess. Perhaps they have access to the same scrying mirror which the White House

Press Office has. It’s called the old gaslight.
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The Thing Itself

Having addressed the externals of the September 1st and 30th talks, what are we to make of

the speeches themselves?

Priorities

Dark Brandon has shown adept management of crises during his two de facto years in office.

The Afghan withdrawal, securing America’s southern border, and engaging with spiraling

stagflation are all incidents which manifest the deft Democratic touch. Furthermore, the

Biden Administration has made putting Ashkenazi Jews and transsexuals, two groups which

have been completely ignored by the power structure these last 20 years, into prominent

positions of power. (Ah, musha, there’s that sarcasm again).

In fact, concerning this last group, to address possible troop shortages in the event of a major

war, Brandon’s Pentagon recently reminded male crossdressers that they are still liable for

the UNITED STATES’ draft. On “National Coming Out Day ” the former Vice President said,

“Today and every day, I want every member of the LGBTQ+ community to know that you are

loved and accepted just the way you are – regardless of whether or not you’ve come out.”

Preferring the liturgical calendar to the ersatz pop one we’re given, I don’t go in for all these

days and months of awareness, but fair play. Nihilominus, are there no bigger fish to fry than

the condition of minuscule sexual minorities? Is there no homelessness address? Is there no

addiction to see to? Were the crossdressers even asking the power structure, dripping in

blood and usury from head to toe, to belly up to their cause in the first place? And where is

Brandon’s gushy spirit as his pirates turn Ukraine into, not a front company like Burisma or a

laundering project like Hunter’s art career, but a front nation? Where is the compassion of

those Washington devils as Orthodox Ukrainians and Orthodox Russians, some of the last

so-called white people left who still have an ethno-religious consciousness, kill each other by

the thousands?

Yes, indeed, priorities have always been tops at the Biden White House. Thus, when the

administration asked for aire time for 8pm, Thursday, September 1st everyone knew the

topic was critical. And what did the most-popular-president-in-American-history discourse

on? What was so pressing as to require a coast-to-coast prime time slot? Was it inflation,

energy supply, or the resurgent opioid crisis? No, it was something graver still: the danger of

“M.A.G.A forces,” an irresistible “threat to our democracy.”

Vassals

Putin’s speech concerned actual threats. He said the quiet part out loud. The Foggy Bottom

bunch overthrew the USSR. This was a point doubtless startling to Western auditors of the

talk who still irenicly believe the fall of the Berlin Wall was some groundswell of democratic

sentiment.
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Washington had to gin up the next enemy. With the commies gone scary brown Saddam

Hussain became the of enemy of the Bush I White House, then white militias became the foe

of the Clintons, they were switched out for Muslims during the Bush years, and now the

Caucasian threat is back as “election deniers.” The carousel of make-believe American

enemies is a hard ride to get off of. Anyhow, Putin mentioned actual threats to Russians in

his talk, including Russian ethnic nationals in formerly-eastern Ukraine who were the victims

of actual racism, discrimination, and violent attacks.

Perspective

Of course, before continuing we ought to put the internal paranoia of the American ruling

class and their European lackeys, as well as the defensive and critical stance of Russia’s top

caste, into a larger global perspective.

If At First You Don’t Succeed

After picking away for nigh on a decade, the darlings at Foggy Bottom succeeded in

provoking the Russian Federation into invading Ukraine in February 2022. This sort of thing

had been tried before. During the closing weeks of the sadsome Bush II administration

globalists tried setting off a major war between Georgia and Russia. Sidestepping for a

moment the 2014 neoliberal hijacking of Ukraine, as late as January 2022 the State

Department attempted to spark a war between Russia and Kazakhstan via the old stalking

horse of a color revolution. This was quickly beaten back and forgotten as eyes moved east in

the following days.

Biden’s talk was a paranoid sloughing of ruling class anxieties. And it is well they are anxious.

Their designs for a unipolar world order have been set back decades. Up to and through the

Coronavirus upset this order seemed monolithic. Not so now. Events move apace. Events

turn screws. As the pressure and failure of the West’s gamble mount, the sweat is beginning

to show.

Under the Bus is a Crowded Place Indeed

Three meta-adjustments have come about because of the ongoing Ukrainian war. First, an

alternative power block is being hung upon the heretofore moribund skeleton of the

B.R.I.C.S. association (i.e., Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa). Second, African

and Middle Eastern nations, heretofore cowed by the caresses and threats of Atlanticists,

have been decidedly stand-offish during the whole Eastern European saga. Finally, watching

the scheme they worked so hard to effect crumble on the battlefields of Ukraine, the ruling

cliques of the UNITED STATES and NATO organizations have thrown the nations of Europe

under the bus.
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The ongoing world realignment is the necessary background to understand why the

American power elite chose to focus on the spurious MAGA movement as a threat to “our

democracy.” The New World Order which seemed a fiat accompli is over for the foreseeable

future. This span of time will likely be longer than those now in high station (in and out

office) will live for. In its place two or more power blocks will divvy up world allegiance, with

the B.R.I.C.S. confederacy and China being the main contenders. As of this writing Saudi

Arabia is courting them both. If this proposal is successful then the Kissinger-engineered

world order, including the petrodollar, will be over, and the U.S.’s geopolitical order will sink

that much faster.

Second, the heretofore scrapping Second and Third World governments, who were so easily

led by the nose during, for example, the Second Iraq War are decidedly going to let the

neoliberals figure their way out of Ukraine by themselves. That Antony Blinken and Lloyd

Austin had to make a summertime junket of Africa weeks after Serge Lavrov visited the

continent shows their hand. Blinken was told in no uncertain terms by Naledi Pandor, South

Africa’s Minister of Internal Relations, that Africans will no longer be at the beck and call of

every northern hemisphere government which snaps its fingers. Further, and these

statements were said during a press conference, Africans will not take being spoken to in the

patronizing manner which has been tolerated heretofore.

When the developing world has addressed the war in Eastern Europe they have been in the

favor of the Russian cause, or at least sympathetic to their position. One need only peruse

Arab or African papers to see this is so. The Chechens, having been duped by the globalists in

the 1990s, have since come to their senses and now prove to be a valuable asset for the

Russian military. (A rump of dummy jihadis finds itself fighting for Ukraine in the Sheik

Mansur and Dzhokhar Dudayev Battalions. More on these sorts later).

Then there are the economic shifts to consider. See the meeting of the Commonwealth Of

Independent States in Astana, Kazakhstan held in the middle of October. Also, there is the

Future Investment Initiative in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. This “Davos in the desert” featured

visits by stockjobbers Jamie Dimon of JP Morgan Chase, David Solomon of Goldman Sachs,

and—always my darling in these articles—Jared Kushner of Kushner (Really. That’s the name

of his interest. It’s a perfect appellation for a man who never once, even in public office, has

thought about anyone’s welfare but his own).

Lastly, Western European countries have been left high and dry by the American Deep State

and the NATO loons. What was looking to be a difficult winter in Europe in terms of heating

and electricity became grimmer still with the Nord Stream pipelines shutdown on September

26. They ran through the Baltic Sea from northwestern Russia to Germany, bringing natural

gas into Central and Western Europe. This event, more than the referendums, set the tone of

Vladimir Putin’s speech a few days later. Whoever did that sabotage certainly is getting their
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frequent flier miles in. On October 13 several people were arrested trying to blow the

TurkStream gas line sky high, a line which roughly runs under the Black Sea from the

Crimean Peninsula to Istanbul.

Why is this betrayal of NATO allies a surprise to anyone? The Europeans thought they could

ride the coattails of the globalists. Little did know that the same mad sect which threw the

1956 Hungarians, 1975 South Vietnamese, 1991’s Shias and Kurds, and 2021’s Afghan

National Army, under the bus with n’er a second thought, would do the same to them. The

only people more pitiable than Western Europeans in this tragic-comedy are the sucker

Ukrainians. It’s one thing to be a lackey for the globalists, but in bellying up to newly-minted

“the rules-based order” of Europe, Ukraine merely hoped to be a lackey to lackeys. Being the

slave of slaves is never an enviable position to be in.

 
The Ukrainian army has been losing this war from day one. Like a patient bleeding out on an

operating table, were Ukraine not receiving fresh infusions of cash and weapons to throw

away on the battlefield and embezzle afresh this war would have long been over.

Having been built up by Western militaries since the Maidan coup in 2014, by the summer of

this year it had been ground down to a nub of its former self. From midsummer until

September their capacities were being rebuilt by NATO advisors, but they shot their bolt in

the ill-fated Kherson Offensive which was costly for an army in no position to expend

resources. From that offensive until now the Ukrainian military has been under the direct

command of NATO. One need only pursue the multiple Tic Toks of foreign mercenaries in

their army, many with American accents, to get the gist of things.

As long as this situation obtains, we can expect the course of the Ukraine war to look like the

other instances of Foggy Bottom and NATO military intervention. Think of places like

Bosnia, Iraq, Libya, and Syria. What is the modus operandi of the globalists? Slow bleeds.

The Atlanticists will turn Ukraine into a festering forever-war like those other places. The

best-case scenario Ukraine can hope for right now is to still exist as a heavily indebted failed

state.

All these factors moved the American ruling class to get Biden to give his September speech.

When all else fails, look inwards for boogeymen. But note that the same ethnic and national

consciousness which was decried in America on September 1 (“white supremacists”) is the

same bait which the globalists used to fire up the Ukrainians internally, and rally support for

them abroad. Included in this of course is the Nazi Azov Battalion, beloved by the New York

Times and the ADL.

Everything the neoconservatives touch turns to ash. Their scheme in Ukraine has gone so

badly that ISIS men from Syria have been shipped into theater to aid Zelensky’s errand. You

know things are bad for NATO when they have to resort to such an old hat. Those jihadists

are getting old by now, and they must be getting sick of impromptu relocations. The old fly-

in-the-Islamists routine was used to move Al Qaeda from Afghanistan to Pakistan (2001),
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from Pakistan to Libya (2011), and from Libya into Syria (2013). Poor old Libyan jihadist

Abdelhakim Belhaj, who himself once innocently marveled at his supposed enemies

thoughtfulness in carting around his buddies, is going to need a hip replacement soon.

Beads of Sweat

The point of all this is that the neoliberals are cornered. Everything has blown up in their

collective Western face, and their collective Western Alfred E. Newman composure is

breaking down (“What, me worry?”). On October 13th Josep Borrell, the European Union

Foreign Affairs And Security representative, showed the hand of his ilk. He said,

Most of the rest of the world is a jungle, and the jungle could invade the garden. The

gardeners should take care of it, but they will not protect the garden by building walls. A

nice small garden surrounded by high walls in order to prevent the jungle from coming in

is not going to be a solution. Because the jungle has a strong growth capacity, and the wall

will never be high enough in order to protect the garden. The gardeners have to go to the

jungle.

This strange horticultural-cum-stockjobber simile (“the jungle has a strong growth capacity”)

succinctly shows that the West is fundamentally offensive in its outlook no matter how it

pretends that its support for Ukraine is defensive.

Not to be outdone, on September 15 Ursula von der Leyen, President of the European

Commission, visited Ukraine dressed in blue and yellow, the colors of their flag. Having

thrown dupe Ukraine into the woodchipper, she eased the turmoil of the moment by

promising Ukrainians access to the E.U.’s cell phone network. Ukrainians will doubtless

remember her thoughtful generosity as they stumble through freezing, electricity-less homes

this winter. But Ukrainians are not the only ones in luck. Western Europeans, anxious about

coming heating and electrical bills, and closer to a larger theater of operations should the war

develop in that direction, doubtless had their anxieties calmed when Ursula said to Zelensky,

“Your European friends are by your side as long as it takes.” As Swedes learn to enjoy the

trebling of their electricity bills in the weeks after that meeting, they took heart their Prime

Minister Magdalena Andersson’s donation of one billion more krona to assist in Ukraine’s

heroic embezzling operation.

The globalists will fight Russia to the last Ukrainian, and maybe the last European too. Much

has been made of Annalena Baerbock’s September 10th statement, “We will continue to

stand by Ukraine as long as necessary.” Perhaps the foreclosed Germans to whom Baerbock

is superficially obliged will shiver that much more proudly as they huddle around burning

barrels swathed beneath their Ukraine flags. Yes, much has been made of that comment. For

my money though, the last sentence of the address is more staggering yet. She said, “All of

Europe knows that Ukraine is defending our peaceful order.” Thou sayest, Annalena, thou

sayest.
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Back to the Speech

Backgrounded by these events, we return to Biden’s speech. I would be remiss not to note his

multiple invocations of “We the People.” As I reviewed his talk for this article, I thrilled that

one of my favorite hobby horses was on such proud display. “We honor the will of the

people,” said the man sworn in behind barbed wire, said the man whose election was so

resoundingly popular and squeaky clean that someone, somewhere on the MSM each day

since makes a point to remind the viewers of this certainly adamantine truth.

You see, though, you and I are not “the People.” I’ll not rehash my earlier series of articles on

this topic except to point out that the Constitution’s capital P is a proper noun referring to a

specific group of people. In short, the People are the historic signers of the state and national

constitutions of America, their genetic descendants, and whatever fresh blood the People

deign to admit in via their Ivy League vetting process. In a rare moment of lucidity, and a

rarer moment of honesty from a member of the Biden crime family, Hunter’s father boldly

stated, “We must never forget: We, the people, are the true heirs of the American experiment

that began more than two centuries ago.” Former senator Biden does work for the People. It

is one of the great questions of the 2020 election—the December event not to be confused

with the worthless though famous November mass strawpoll—to speculate on how and why

the bloodline stat electors chose Biden.

Likewise, the mummy from Scranton repeatedly confused the UNITED STATES

organization, of whose Executive branch he is the nominal head, with America, the lived

reality of many millions of men reaching back some thousands of years. Biden further

confused his UNITED STATES company with the common law republic of 1789-1861. I will

not bog down in the nitty-gritty of this distinction. Yet I adduce the People/people and

US/America differences to buttress an appraisal of the Enlightenment, and all of its works

and pomp (including its enlightened state structures), which have obtained in Russia for

some time. Namely, the nation-states birthed by the 18th and 19th Century philosophical and

political upheavals are full of fluff and feathers concerning their freedom jabber. If

governmental organizations were so solicitous for the liberty of their peoples they would not

need to resort to the sort of linguistic subterfuge Mr. Biden used in Philadelphia.

“We believe in honesty and decency,” said the patriarch of a top shelf seedy family. In the

course of Biden’s talk he spoke also of “MAGA forces.” Later he went on to associate them

with “white supremacists and extremists.” And here we have something a damn sight more

serious than the larger farce of the Brandon administration. We have in this talk the further

kettling of dissenting voices. Former Vice President Biden’s words were the continuation of a

dialogical and mental redefinition process going back over a decade. This process means to

turn any and all dissidents (n.b., including actual leftists, and those beyond the usual

paradigm) into “conservatives,” and these newly minted “conservatives” will then be
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designated as “terrorists.” This work has been loyally assisted by Silicone Valley and the

MSM every step of the way. By using the martial language of “forces” we see the broad

coalition of Trump supporters slip neatly into the “domestic terrorist” category.

The Clinton administration lives, and moves, and has its being in the Brandon White House.

The plot to maneuver American patriots of various worldviews into the “conservative

extremist” legal camp began in the 1990s with outrages like Ruby Ridge, Waco, and the

Oklahoma City bombings. These were provocations wrapped in false flags smothered in the

defamation of America’s so-called white working class. Who is former Senator Biden’s

Attorney General? None other than that proud son of Zion Merrick Garland, the Federal

prosecutor for the OKC trial. It’s funny how, as the Washington Post has lately phrased it,

“The domestic terrorism threat that has metastasized, with white supremacists and

conspiracy-minded anti-government types emboldened,” at just the same time a minion of

the Clinton crew, who ginned up the first round of this nonsense, is the top Bar Association

member in the UNITED STATES group. Then again, in another lucid moment, perhaps

Brandon meant low men like himself and Garland when he bemoaned those, “living in the

shadows of lies.”

We have no time to delve into the nonsense about Governor Gretchen Whitmer and her

staged FBI-inspired kidnapping, Hilary Clinton’s seeded the narrative of a 2024 GOP election

steal (talk about the pot called the kettle black), the recent Vice/HBO special about

extremism in the US military (as if any patriot could stomach Mark Milley’s army), or the

White House’s August 2022 United We Stand: Countering Hate-Fueled Violence Together

summit (stoking the nonsense of Americans being at each other’s throats). It is sufficient to

assert that all this internal instability jazz is a deflection from the global consequences of

Ukraine.

The Real “Soul of the Nation” Speech

While America’s former Vice President mentioned the immorality of Trump’s supporters, the

Russian President spent considerably more time on the ethical dynamics of the hour. As

Biden’s talk had the air of offense, albeit domestic offense, throughout Putin’s lecture the

defensive nature of Russia’s actions provided a single linking theme. While Brandon’s speech

writer chose to invoke the historic civil mythology of America, Putin invoked the 1990s as a

chronological anchor point. “We remember the challenging years,” he said, alluding to the

Western-instigated privations which many millions of Russian citizens very much do recall to

this day.

Putin dropped a number of bombs during his September speech, and none was bigger than

his reference of U.S. “vassals.” What an apt word. The feudal order, which was well along

reasserting itself by the Interwar Years of the last century, is now nakedly pressing upon the

enlightened peoples of the West. Statutory suzerainty slithered itself into the lives of the

once-proud common law American republic. Beyond America, where do we look except we
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see a renter’s life sprawled out before the peoples of the collective West? Rent, rent

everywhere. I do not limit this grim surfly prognostication solely to the realm of real estate.

All aspects of life will be owned and apportioned by middlemen—I’m sorry, middlezirs (or

whatever your favorite neologism be)—if the globalists have their way. Just the other day I

spoke to a young one who informed me that even video games are now largely accessed

through a subscription model. Of course, the shimmy of bankers and lawyers into the living

habits of Westerners is not what Putin had in mind by mentioning “vassals.” Pertinent

though my alleyway is, the “vassals” he doubtless meant were the above-described Western

Europeans, backstabbing and backstabbed.

 
Not content to make a hell of their part of the world, the Atlanticists wish to spread their

poison east. As Putin said, “They want us to be their slaves.” Western missile placements, and

NATO memberships vie with pride parades and social media in their aggression towards

Russian state power and cultural autonomy.

“We’re told the West is there to protect the rules. Who defined the rules?” asked Putin. As it

happens, the International Bar Association defines those rules. Do not forget for a moment

the provocation pulling Russia into Ukraine was not an end in itself. The globalists pulled

that stunt in order to justify kicking out the economic legs of Moscow by cutting their

business ties. That was supposed to trigger a color revolution whose end was the toppling of

the present Russian administration.

There was even talk in the MSM at one point, in the more rabid neoliberal journals, going

back years before this war calling for Russia to be declared a rogue state. This is not a

rhetorical term. Such a Bar designation would put the Federation in the geopolitically

impotent camps of Taliban Afghanistan and the former ISIS territory in Syria and Iraq.

Russia would be kicked out of the nation-state club. It would go from being one legal entity

approved and admitted by other legal entities into their “community of nations” mafia to

being “merely” a lawful government cut off from the entirety of world commerce. By the by,

this system is not much different from how your local Masonic lodges or Chambers of

Commerce admit and refuse members. It’s the same system, it’s really just a matter of scale.

Traditionally the ability to hold territory and conduct courts were the only conditions of

being a lawful ruler. What one’s national neighbors thought of your legitimacy was irrelevant

to being a sovereign state. Not so when sticky barristers and moneymen run the show. With

them you also get the feminine obsession of others’ approval thrown in. The West has

deconstructed all aspects of life. This would not be so bad. Revisionism can be as good for

peoples as it is for people. Sure, doesn’t the Church kick off Compline with an examination of

conscience? Revisionism is fine. What is alarming is that the West has nothing, absolutely

nothing, to replace their deconstructed world with. We can tear down but we do not have it in

us to build up.

Putin encapsulated the madness of the hour, mentioning, “Parent 1 and parent 2” towards

the end of his sermon. According to The New York Times there “are more than 60

comprehensive gender clinics in the United States.” The article notes that there are many
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dozens of less all-encompassing offices for transsexual persons (i.e., they offer hormones but

don’t do surgery). Now I know enough to tell you that no one does anything in this Babylon

world unless they can make money off of it. If there are dozens of these chop shops that

means this is a sensible commercial decision. And that means there is clientele enough to

float these ventures.

Because America’s misrulers have decided to bet it all on one roll of the Ukrainian dice, at

least some solid degenerate American values are rubbing off. On October 10th the Jerusalem

Post reported there is an app in Ukraine—now easily accessible, thanks to Ursula’s cell phone

bonus!—whereby enrollees will be notified if Putin drops a nuke. Upon this notification the

sensualists of Kiev will hoof it out to a nearby hill for an orgy. Fifteen thousand people have

registered. Logistics will be assisted by color-coded wristbands advertising the wearer’s

favorite sexual positions. This is the Ukraine the globalists are gunning for.

Making an allusion to the unthinkable in the liberated West, Putin closed out his lecture by

quoting Christ. He said, “By their fruits you will know them.” Indeed.

Conclusion

As a decrepit Biden coughed his way to the finish line of his shameful speech, amidst hecklers

and police sirens he said, “I see a very different America—an America with an unlimited

future, an America that is about to take off. I hope you see it as well. Just look around.” He

may well be correct. Joe, Crusty Joe, Creepy Joe, Sadsome Joe, Joe-who-may-yet-make-

good-on-that-baptism-of-yours: if the crew about you does not cool it, America, the whole

stinking “rules-based order,” and the lot of us auld raggy oldies besides, will take off alright.

We’re going to be blown very high indeed. Cool it and do what grace beckons.

Epilogue: The Gift that Keeps on Giving

Because of the timeliness of this essay I have feverishly spent October writing. As we watch

the Atlanticist pups play an irresponsible game of chicken with the lives of us all, the kind

editors of this site have humored my own game of chicken with deadlines. Coming down to

the calendric wire as this essay has, the two lines of thought which the September 1st and

30th address suggested have continued to play out as October fades into November.

The historical and philosophical consciousness which Vladimir Putin demonstrated in St.

George’s Hall continued with his October 27th speech in Moscow at the Valdai Discussion

Club. The geopolitical shift, that being the end of the post-WWII world and what will replace

it, was the umbrella item over his lengthy speech/Q&A. The right of societies to determine

their politics and morals contrasted with the McWorld model of the G.A.E. It was a nice, ever

so subtle touch to begin the talk with a reference to the globalist obsession with climate

change and its threat to species. Putin used this motif to pivot to the danger a unipolar world

poses to local cultures. More immediately,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TryhKTBBdBs
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Putin noted the West continues to play a “dangerous, bloody, and dirty game,” once again

suggesting negotiations to end the war.

 
The more principled leftists in Congress agreed. Thirty progressive Democrats underwrote a

letter sent to Hunter Biden’s father calling for negotiations with Russia, a cooler tone, and a

realization of the worldwide economic implications of this Ukraine errand. This harkened

back to the one time in my life honest Democrats did something nobel, the heroic and

hopeless stand a few of them made to stop the Second Iraq War 20 years ago. This time

around their backs gave out. After submitting the letter they shamefacedly walked it back a

few days later. Their paymasters in Raytheon and Lockheed snapped their fingers.

Since Barack Obama’s point man shuffled out of Independence Hall on the arm of Nurse Jill,

the marvel and byword which is Late Imperial America continues to be what it is (as all

things must). Joe Biden has had four major “senile moments” since Philly. On September

29th he wander away from a F.E.M.A. podium off cue and began greeting everyone as his

handlers tried in vein to reign him in. As he left a U.N. event in October he confusedly stood

on the stage pantomiming to Secret Service agents as to what to do next. In the middle of that

month in Oregon the former Vice President added to the many peculiar incidents of him

sniffing people’s hair. Last week from the write of these closing lines, he “blanked out” when

asked about a 2024 run. The reporter quickly ended the interview.

These are silly things from a silly man. Like Biden’s September 1st talk, however, the month

did not pass without something darker again stirring. The “conservative extremists” were

back. Boo! Within spitting distance of Halloween the Deep State rolled out a ludicrous story

surrounding Paul Pelosi, the besotted husband of the Speaker of the House, a visitor in his

underwear, and a hammer. The details of this weird attack do not concern us. What is

pertinent is that the sun did not set before the former Delaware senator, with MSM hot on his

heels, linked the “extremism” of this latest San Francisco false flag with that other sideshow,

the January 6th boomer-conservative-cum-agent-provocateur rally. This would all be funny

except that people don’t seem to notice the mental state of the former Vice President, nor do

they have the discernment to see through a patently false story fed out for obvious political

reasons. If they can’t see what’s going on in Ukraine why should they see this? Be it dying

West or rising East, so it goes.

John Coleman co-hosts Christian History & Ideas, and is the founder of Apocatastasis: An

Institute for the Humanities, an alternative college and high school in New Milford,

Connecticut. Apocatastasis is a school focused on studying the Western humanities in an

integrated fashion, while at the same time adjusting to the changing educational

field. Information about the college can be found at their website.
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